


As ward councillors for Burmantofts and Richmond Hill we are writing to object to the application to vary 
the times this shop can sell alcohol for consumption off the premises. The applicant is asking to sell 
alcohol 24hours a day 7 days a week. This is a significant increase from the current license conditions 
which are 8am to 9pm.  

Residents in Richmond Hill, Cross Green and East End Park already have to put up with more than their 
fair share of antisocial behaviour and are often affected by drunken noisy gatherings in gardens, on the 
street and in peoples’ houses. We are deeply concerned that a 24hour off license in this location will 
inevitably lead to increased alcohol related noise nuisance and public disorder.  

The area itself is ranked 6th in the city for alcohol related harm – and second for hospital admissions due 
to alcohol according to the council’s alcohol licensing data matrix. Leeds Alcohol Licensing Matrix 

Numerous residents have talked to all three of us about their experiences of drink related antisocial 
behaviour, abuse and violence on their doorstep.  

Indeed, it would seem that the application has been submitted on the basis of profiting from this misery 
endured by residents, offering easily available alcohol in an area already impacted by the individual and 
social damage done by alcohol misuse, antisocial behaviour and criminality.  

Crime, particularly violent crime and disorder are high within the catchment area of Thornleigh News. 
Figures for recoded crime (which we know is far lower than actual crime due to underreporting) show 
that with the boundary below from December 2022 – November 2023 there were 1565 separate 
offences.  





in the community.  

We are asking for a full rejection of this application. 

Signed:   Date: 21.12.2023 





From:
To: Entertainment Licensing
Subject: PREM/05046/002 Thornleigh News Shop
Date: 02 January 2024 12:21:49

[You don't often get email from 

Dear Councillor khan

I would like to express my thoughts on the above licensing application.  I believe it would not be in the best
interest of the local community.  I feel it will attract anti social behaviour during the night and possible
gathering of undesirables purchasing alcohol.  This could also increase noise overnight and traffic coming into
the area.

The shop is already open until 9pm which I feel is more than adequate for the area.  Since the opening of the
shop the litter has increased and this will only get worse with more opening hours.

Please take my comments into consideration and do not permit the extended hours.

Yours sincerely

Sent from my iPhone
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